Rules & Information
Submissions Open November 1
Submissions Close January 31
Please read the details and rules before submitting. When you submit, you will
not see your submissions on the site immediately as we manually approve them
to avoid spoof entries.
We are looking for pinups who can carry themselves in a crowd, be kind,
compassionate, positive and professional. No performance, song or dance is
necessary, just good ole fashion glamour, sophistication and class. After
submissions close, the preliminary judges will pick 20 finalists. Finalists will be
chosen on their bio entry, hobbies and how they carry themselves in public and
social media.
We are looking for an official spokesman to represent the Ms. Bubbletop Pin Up
Contest, The Darryl Starbird National Rod And Custom Show The Next
Generation, as well as the Rockin ’Billy Bash. The winner will be the face of
advertisement at other events as well as bringing you on as a judge for the
following year and also to sash the 2021 winner.

Rules:
All contestants MUST be 18 and over
Photos may not contain any nudity
Social Media Profile - Public
All Contestants must follow the code of conduct
Apply with a professional photo and signed release for use: 800px and 1000px
size
We encourage entries of all shapes and sizes, from anywhere in the globe
1940-1960 classic glamour pin up theme or inspired outfits. ie; circle dresses,
pencil skirts, wiggle dresses, blouses, capris, high waisted shorts or pants, no
nudity, no flashing, no pasties, not lingerie outfits, no bikinis/thong
Tattoos are welcome
This is a family event

By entering the 2020 Ms. Bubbletop Pin Up Contest you automatically agree that
your images or pictures can be used or featured in future advertisement. Your
entry photo is a release for the Darryl Starbird The Next Generation National Rod
and Custom Car Show and Rockin ’Billy Bash to use those images.

Upon arrival at the building your name will be on the registration list at the show
office, you are allowed 1 guest in free with your entry fee and children 12 and
under are free.
Once you are in the show building please head down to the lower level in the
Rockin ’Billy Bash and look for the red tents and check in with Johnna (AKA Ms.
Metal Flake Doll)
Please arrive in plenty of time to be at the meeting the will be 15 min before the
schedule show time. We encourage you to arrive early if possible to mingle with
the crowd and take pics if asked. (However, please do not charge anyone to take
a picture of you, with your or you with their vehicle)
* Required
1. Email address *

2.

Signature Of Rule Acceptance *

3. 2020 Ms Bubbletop Pin Up Contest
Darryl Starbird National Rod & Custom Car Show Presents The Rockin'
Billy Bash

4.

Legal Name *

5.

Stage Name *

6.

Mailing Address *

7.

Phone Number *

8.

Bio - Short *

9.

Previous Pin Up Wins *

10. 4 Questions For MC *

11.

Referred By

12. Signature *

13.

Photos& Payment

Please send photos to johnna.starbirdproductions@gmail.com and
payments can be made via PayPal through the following link
http://www.starbirdcarshows.com/shop/starbird-pinup-competition-fee.html

